
Culture Dissemination: 

Publishing, self-publishing, 

open-publishing



Cultural Dissemination

• A very big topic! 

• Too big, in fact

• Case study: Scholarly Editions



Scholarly Editions

• Editions of cultural heritage texts according to 

scholarly principles

• Critical Editions/Documentary Editions / 

Genetic editions





Digital Scholarly Editions



20 years of Digital Scholarly 

Editions

• Scholars have transformed themselves into 

encoders, programmers, web designers, 

marketing experts, content providers, web 

masters, system mangers…

• Publishers have retired from the market after 

the disappointment of CD-ROMS



How many Digital Editors?

• Not many, actually

• A few have engaged with markup languages, 

others have invested/waited for the magic box 

which would make their usual work faster

• Generational gap



Open Issues with the current 

DSE dissemination model

• Produced within HE institutions = Self 

publications (?)

• Produced as high costs: not attainable without 

a large grant

• Sustainability: grants cover the production, 

not the maintenance and long-term 

preservation 



Publishers

• In 20 years of scholars going for web-based 

self-published DSE, something of the 

relationship of the past seem broken

• Publishers finally embracing the digital after 

years of skepticism

• Which digital, though?



Which Digital?

• ePub?

– Cannot control the layout (footnotes and critical 

apparatus)

• PDFs? 

– Cannot display without scrolling text and paratext

• What about the DH research done in the past 

20 years?

• Over simplification of the layout



2009-2010

Arrive the big boys 



Tablets, eBooks

• As CD-ROMs and DVDs before, they provide 

itemized, marketable objects

• As CD-ROMs and DVDs before, their 

sustainability is arguable…

• Tablets offer a more pleasant experience with 

respect to the computer

• Tactile, haptic, responsive, sense of owning



Sustainability?

• Mobile OS change, fast and often.

• Cross platform: still a challenge 

– iPad: hard to achieve for non commercial 

endeavors � any app must be approved by Apple

– Android: less glamourous, many versions

• App-building generated as part of an 

automatised workflow that also produces 

other formats

• Based on HTML/standard



A symposium: Grenoble 26-01-

2015

“Toward a new social pact between publishers 

and editors”

Aims: is it possible to establish a collaboration 

between editors and publishers in the field of 

digital?

If yes, what is the price to pay?

Is it worth it?



Collaboration and obstacles

• Data Standards, workflows and innovation

– Difficult balance between standardisation, 

customization and innovation

• Open Access: the mother of all disagreements

• Lack of standard expectations and 

functionalities 



Open Access

• As a principle, it couldn’t be better

• Heavy consequences on SSH

– Main dissemination model is the monograph, not 

the article

– Hefty authors fees (€10-18K)

– Pre-print: useless for DSE, since the layout 

“makes” the edition



Why publishers still matter

• Sustainability of the workflow: how can a 

(young) scholar without funding produce an 

edition?

• Quality assurance: copyediting, layout

• Dissemination: marketing, keeping the 

interest alive

• Career development: a prestigious publisher 

pushes a career ahead 



The price to pay

• Interfaces and tools: eBooks are even more 

limited than books

• Sustainability: if editors want it funky, it won’t 

last

• Long shelf lives

• Icelandic editions: when the potential public is 

too small to invest on it



Some hope

• Shared Standards! Most publishers have an 

XML-based workflow, can we make it into TEI?

• Workflows that respect the authors

• Ethical and academic publications on the raise 

• EU and national legislations to leverage the 

need for a change

• Time of profound cultural change: we have to 

be there or decisions will be taken without us!


